
(2:00 Home: Anthony Ripo) BACKSTAGE: The Miz (selling from his match earlier) is 

storming down the hallway when he arrives on a scene that makes his jaw drop… Pan to reveal 

Damien Mizdow (***) flanked by Two Female Models on a Commercial Set. Mizdow stands 

behind a tall, round table in front of a green screen as a Film Crew and Director film him 

delivering his Go-Home line, “…And this little blue pill will set you straight!” The Miz shouts, 

“CUT!” and storms the set catching The Director off guard. Miz says, “You’re doing it all 

wrong. You call that acting?! I haven’t seen acting this terrible since…Michael Keaton in 

Birdman.” Mizdow says, “But he was nominated for an Oscar.” Miz shoves Mizdow out of the 

way and stands behind the table. Miz says, “Let me show you what you look like.” The Miz puts 

on a goofy sad face and says, “I’m Damien Mizdow. I don’t have my own identity, and I can’t 

stand it! I would use my own brain, but it’s too soft, too small, and completely, utterly useless. In 

fact, this little pill will set you straight! What’s the matter with you? Do you have a stomach 

ache? Irritable bowel syndrome?” The Miz turns to the Director and says, “Look, why don’t you 

ditch the zero and get with the hero? If you really want your product to sell, you have to use an 

A-Lister like me as your spokesman… and not a PERSONAL ASSISTANT.” Mizdow reacts as 

The Director says, “We didn’t know you would be interested. We’d love to have you in the 

commercial. Here’s the script…” Miz cuts the director off, tears up the script pages and says, 

“The only script I need (refers to The Moneymaker) is right here!” The Director says, “But don’t 

you want to know more about the product?” Miz cuts him off and says, “Places everybody!” The 

Director shrugs and says, “You heard the man, roll camera!” Miz shouts, “Make up!? I need 

make-up!” Out on Mizdow watching this all go down as Miz looks over at him and patronizes 

him with a smile. 

 


